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> Chairman’s Introduction & Address

> CEO Address
> Resolutions
> Shareholder Discussion & Questions
> Morning tea
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UFB context: A public-private partnership
Chorus was required to split from Telecom to build the UFB network and took on extensive
contractual obligations, as well as substantial project and other related risks. The “fair bet”
that investors took was an expectation of a fair return reflecting these risks.
In return, New Zealanders now have access to a world-leading fibre network at reasonable
cost, well ahead of when it might otherwise have been built and with limited public
investment.
Crown contracts required:
•
•

•
•
•
•
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split of Chorus from Telecom
Chorus to have investment grade rating (with
dividend stopper if falls below)
contracted product pricing, set by Crown to
ensure initial uptake and limited for 10 years
stringent rollout requirements, including material
damages
management step-in rights for material breach
limitations on ongoing copper network investment
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Lifting productivity and customer experience
No. of crews:

FY19: 186,000 fibre installations
 installation crews reduced from 800 to 670
 lifted customer satisfaction from 7.5 to 7.7
 lead times down from 13 business days to 8
days
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524

615

800

670

Independent workforce review
Report released in April
 All sub-contracting companies audited
 Developed worker’s rights roadshows and new
training for sub-contractors and their
employees

 Finalised a new independent whistle-blower
process

 Improved the fairness of how jobs are allocated
and paid for

 Other structural improvements
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Director and CEO changes

Sue Bailey
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CEO Address
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Making New Zealand better

▪ We expect our investment in fibre to help us achieve an 80%
▪
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reduction in our scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas emissions, from
our FY12 base year, by 2030.
Our investment in FTTH is also enhancing our network resiliency
for climate-related events. We consider the potential near to
medium term financial impact of climate change effects on our
business to be low.
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1,000 Gigabytes per month by 2023…
Video content and 4K, 8K to drive usage growth
Application requirements in Mbps

Chorus forecast: average monthly
broadband usage (GB)
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Source: Cisco VNI, Forecast and Trends, 2017-2022
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Gigabit society and beyond
Total mass market fibre uptake by plan type
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Source: Nokia
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Working together to improve customer experience
Customers like our new installation process
“…noticed that fibre is available at my address and I called
2degrees on Sunday afternoon to switch over...The router
arrived on Tuesday morning and at lunch time the chorus guys
came and asking if I wanna connect it a same day ,then they just
carried on their work and voila! 3 hours later Fibre is all up and
running.”
“Had pretty much same with BigPipe, router arrived pretty much
day after I signed up, few days later Chorus were onsite and
completed the install same day. Was so surprised I got caught up
with my bill for previous ISP”
Source: Geekzone website
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Chorus fibre uptake
72% of Auckland broadband
connections now on fibre
Auckland broadband connections
by type (%)

Fibre now 65% of broadband in UFB zone
Chorus UFB zone broadband mix
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Resolutions
1. That Mr Mark Cross be re-elected as a Chorus director.
2. That Ms Sue Bailey be elected as a Chorus director.
3. That the maximum aggregate remuneration able to be paid to all directors (in
their capacity as directors) be increased by $19,542 (1.7%) from $1,149,500 to
$1,169,042 per annum.
4. That the Board be authorised to fix the fees and expenses of KPMG as auditor.
5. That Chorus’ constitution be altered in the form and manner described in
Explanatory Note 4, with effect from the close of the annual meeting of
shareholders.
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Any questions?
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Disclaimer
This presentation:
• Is provided for general information purposes and does not constitute investment advice or an offer of or invitation to purchase Chorus
securities.
• Includes forward-looking statements. These statements are not guarantees or predictions of future performance. They involve known
and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, many of which are beyond Chorus’ control, and which may cause actual results to
differ materially from those contained in this presentation.
• Includes statements relating to past performance which should not be regarded as reliable indicators of future performance.
• Is current at the date of this presentation, unless otherwise stated. Except as required by law or the NZX Main Board and ASX listing
rules, Chorus is not under any obligation to update this presentation, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
• Should be read in conjunction with Chorus’ audited consolidated financial statements for the year to 30 June 2019 and NZX and ASX
market releases.
• Includes non-GAAP financial measures such as "EBITDA”. These measures do not have a standardised meaning prescribed by GAAP and
therefore may not be comparable to similar financial information presented by other entities. They should not be used in substitution for,
or isolation of, Chorus' audited consolidated financial statements. We monitor EBITDA as a key performance indicator and we believe it
assists investors in assessing the performance of the core operations of our business.
• Has been prepared with due care and attention. However, Chorus and its directors and employees accept no liability for any errors or
omissions.
• Contains information from third parties Chorus believes reliable. However, no representations or warranties (express or implied) are
made as to the accuracy or completeness of such information.
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